Twin it !
Twin it to win it !

A game by Nathalie Saunier, Rémi Saunier and Tom Vuarchex
Graphic design by Tom Vuarchex
For 2 to 6 players, 6 years old and over


Material

•135 cards with a double sided design (some designs are unique, others are used two or three times).
•1 set of game rules.

1) COMPETITIVE MODE: Everyone for themselves
for 2 to 6 players

Aim of the game:
To win 5 sets of cards (a set consists of 2 or 3 identical cards).

Preparation :
•Shuffle the cards thoroughly and deal them out as equally as possible between the players.
•Each player puts his pile in front of himself, where everyone can see it.
•The player wearing the most colours begins.

The game:
Taking turns in a clockwise direction, the players turn over a card from their pile (turning it towards the other players and not towards himself) and put it on the table, wherever there is space.

At any time, as soon as a player spots 2 identical designs he must quickly put a hand (or finger) on each of the 2 cards to win the pair.

The sets of cards which have been won are placed next to each other in front of their owner, accessible and visible to everyone.

All visible designs are taken into account:
• those placed on the table
• those visible on the other players' piles
• those in the pairs which have already been won

Once a set has been won, the winning player turns over a card from his deck and the game continues.


Robbery:
As certain designs appear 3 times, another player can, if the design appears for a 3rd time, put one hand on a previously won pair and one hand on the 3rd card and win all 3 cards. Daylight robbery? Absolutely ! 

Chain reactions:
When a pair which includes a card from a pile is won, it is possible that a new pair appears  with the card showing on top of the pile. This can lead to a chain reaction.  In this case, the last player to have won cards restarts the game by turning over the 1st card on his pile.
 
In case of a tie:
•If 2 players both put one hand on one of the 2 cards in a pair, count to 3 and turn the pair over at the same time.
		-If a card is on a player's pile, it is turned over on the table.
		-If the tie includes a previously won pair, only the card on the table or the pile 		is turned over.
		-Yes this can cause a chain reaction.
•If 2 players have their hand on the same card, the player whose hand is on the bottom has priority.

Mistake:
If a player makes a mistake by putting his hands on 2 cards which do not make a pair, he loses (where possible) a pair he has already won (he puts it at the bottom of his pile) and restarts the game.

Visible Treble:
In the very rare event that 3 identical cards appear at the same time, the player who puts his hands on 2 cards wins the pair, then the 3rd is turned over.  Otherwise the 3 cards are turned over.

End of the game:
As soon as a player has won 5 sets, he wins the game!
Reminder : a set is made up of 2 or 3 identical cards.

Forbidden design version:
When games are played consecutively, the player who has just won takes 3 cards with different designs and places them next to his pile. He must not make a pair with them. If he does, this is considered a mistake. However, the other players can make pairs with them and therefore free him from his "forbidden" designs.


2) TEAM MODE : The match
for 4 to 6 players

Form 2 teams who will go head to head.  The same rules as the previous game mode apply except that when a player puts his hand on a card, one of his teammates must put his hand on the second one to win the pair. If a player puts his hands on both of them, it is considered a "mistake".

Anyone can restart the game after it has been paused.

If you have uneven teams, the team with the most players can apply the "Forbidden design" rule (see the end of the 1st mode).

The game ends as soon as one team has won 5 sets.

3) COOPERATIVE MODE: All together
for 1 to 6 players

Be careful - time is of the essence here!  Set a timer for 1 minute. Shuffle the cards well and several times and make a pile on the table.

Ready, set go, start the timer: spread the cards out on the table and all the players simultaneously try to make as many pairs or trebles as possible in the given timeframe. You can talk, mix the cards around and turn them over as many times as you like.

When the time is up, count the number of valid pairs and trebles: score 1 point per pair and 2 points per treble. See how you did depending on your score: see page 8 !

Number of players
Points
Points
Points
Points
1
4 and -
5 and 6
7 to 9
10 and +
2
9 and -
10 to 12
13 to 17
18 and +
3
14 and -
15 to 18
19 to 26
27 and +
4
19 and -
20 to 24
25 to 35
36 and +
5
24 and -
25 to 30
31 to 44
45 and +
6
29 and -
30 to 36
37 to 53
54 and +

Beginners:
Better luck next time...
Prospects:
You are on the right track !
Experts :
Well done, you have sharp eyes!
Geniuses :
Congratulations on this incredible performance !

Competitive version:
This mode can be played in the same way but the points are counted individually at the end of the minute. The winner is the player with the most points. However you cannot steal your opponents' sets.  



